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Abstract: The databases used in today’s scientific research and web handle huge volumes of data. Such databases contain hundreds or even
thousands of complex relations and attributes. The proposed system that implements dynamic query forms for non-relational data. The DQF
captures a user’s preference and ranks query form components which assists the user in making decisions. Query form generation is an iterative
process and initially requires user guidance in the form of feedback .The system automatically generates ranking list of form components, at
each iteration and the desired form components are added by the user in Query forms. The ranking of form components depend on the captured
user preference. The query results can be viewed at each iteration by the user after filling and submitting the query form. In order to measure the
quality of the results generated by the Query form, a probabilistic model has been developed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Query form is a user interface that is used to query database.
Traditional static query forms are created by Database
Admin-istrator who has the full knowledge of the
underlying database. With rapid development of internet
data is becoming very large and complex. Complex
databases are created to handle such large data. In social
media, such as facebook and twitter, database contains
hundreds of entries for user profile. Many web databases
like YAGO and Freebase have thousands of data attributes
would confuse the user. Therefore, it is very difficult to
satisfy user’s query needs with a set of static query forms.
Existing database development and management tools, such
as EasyQuery, have a provision to create customized
database queries. However, the creation of it totally depends
on user’s editing. If a user is not aware of the database
schema , those hundreds or thousands of data attributes
would confuse the user.
The user interests are obtained through user interactions.
User interact with system iteratively. Each iteration has 2
user interactions: Query Form Enrichment and Query
Execution. Query Form Enrichment recommends a ranked
list of query form component so the user can pick the
interested form components. Query Execution user fills and
submit current query form and queries, DQF will show
result and wait for the feedback from user on the basis of
provided query outcome. The form is filled by user and
submit to view the query result at each iteration.. So that a
query form could be dynamically refined till the user is
satisfied with the query results.

This system focuses on creating Dynamic Query Forms
which enables users and developers to choose fields of
records while querying database even when the underlying
structure of the records is not known to user.
The major goal of the system is to enable the user with
minimum knowledge of the underlying database of the
query syntax and structure of the record to access and
modify data present in the records with the help of simple
and user friendly query forms. Since, the proposed system is
dealing with large volumes of data and a dynamically
changing schema, a non-relational database, viz., MongoDB
has been used. MongoDB uses documents as a basic storage
unit. MongoDB gain its performance mainly by key value
design and is easy to scale out.
II.

RELATED WORK

Dynamic query form, a query interface which is capable of
generating dynamic forms for users. The main objective of
DQF is to capture users interest during interaction of user
with system and to adapt the query form according to user
satisfaction. It begin with basic query form which contain
few primary attributes, then it is enriched by an iteration
between user and the system until the user is satisfied with
the query result [1].
Query form is generally a graphical user interface. Query
forms are generated by a data-driven system which finds a
set of data attributes which are most likely queried based on
data base properties. Then the form is generated based on
selected attributes [1].
System automatically generate lots of query form in advance. The user give several keywords to find the query
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form from a large number of pre-generated query forms, but
it is not appropriate when user does not have keywords to
describe the form [5].
DQF provide two level ranked list for providing rank to the
generated query form. The first level is rank list for entities.
The second level is ranked list for attribute of that particular
entity. First describe the rank of each entitys attribute locally
and then describe the rank of entities [4].
To choose whether a query form is required or not, not
much time is wasted by the user [7]. A cluster of actual
instance are represented by each instance in the compressed
table. Then to view the comprehensive data instance the user
can briefly click through interested cluster. The compressed
high level aspect of query results is proposed [8]. Many One
pass algorithms have been developed for generating query
form [9][10].
The query form are designed according to the users perspective and satisfaction. To measure the quality of query
result, two measures are available i.e Recall and Precision
[11]. Expected recall and expected precision is used to
evaluate the query forms expected performance. Because
query forms are capable of generating different query result
for different query input and different recall and different
precision is evaluated by different queries that produce
different query result. The interest of the user is
approximated using the users Click-through options on the
query results by the query form. Helping non expert users
make us of database is a challenging subject. A lot of
research work is carried out in designing interfaces which
help the users query the databases. QBQ(Query by Query)
and Query Form are most promising query interfaces [12].
Currently query forms are commonly used in real world
business and scientific systems. Studies and work mainly
focus on the process of generating Query forms.
Customized Query Form : Existing database clients provide
tools which provide visual interfaces to design query forms
like Easy Query, Cold Fusion, SAP and Microsoft Access
[3][1]. It helps users to create custom query forms. The
draw-back of these aforementioned tools is that they are
provided for the professional developers who are familiar
with their database and not for the end user[5]. A system
which allowed end users to customize the existing query at
runtime provided that the end users are fully aware of
database schema [6]. If the schema is very huge and
complex, which is usually the case it makes it difficult for
them to find appropriate entities for the creation of
optimized query.
Automatic Static Query : Automatic ways to generate
Dynamic Query Forms without user involvement [1][7].

Presented a data driven method [10]. Finding a set of data
attributes most likely to be queried on the database, based on
the database schema and instances. Forms are thus generated
on the selected attributes. System that presents a workload
driven approach, it applies clustering algorithm to cluster the
historical queries to find the representative queries [4]. The
problem with these approaches is, if the schema is complex
then user queries could be quite diverse. This means that
even if system generate forms prior and in multiple
numbers, the users desired queries might not be available in
any of those forms. Also the other problem is that if system
generate a lots of query forms it will make it difficult for the
user to find out the particular form which will give the
desired result. solution with the combination of keyword
search with query form generation is proposed in [12].
System generates multiple query form beforehand. The user
enters the keywords to find matching query forms. It shows
good results in databases with rich textual info in data tuples
and schema. It does not show good results if the user is not
sure about the concrete keywords to describe the query at
beginning, especially for numerical attributes. Auto
Completion for database queries: New interfaces are
developed to help the user to design database queries on the
query work load, the distribution and schema of the database
[1][6]. Different from our work which concentrates on
forms, the queries in their work are SQL keywords.
Query Refinement : It is the technique used by the most
information retrieval systems [8]. It suggest new terms about
query or changes according to the navigation path of user in
search engine. But for the database query form, a database
query is a structured and not just a set of terms.
Dynamic Faceted Search : Dynamic faceted search is the
type of search engines where relative facets are displayed
for the users according to the path traversed in the database
[10][3]. Their system is similar to our Dynamic Query Form
if it considers only selection components. But apart from
selection, there are other query components such as
projection. Projection components control the out put of the
query and thus are of great importance and cannot be
ignored, also selection and projection are mutually
influenced.
Database Query Recommendation : Recent work introduced
collective approaches to suggest database query components
for database exploration [6][9]. Treating SQL queries as
items in the collaborative filtering approach. However, it
doesn’t con-sider the goodness of query results. A method to
recommend an alternative database query based on results of
a query[2]. The difference from our work is that, their
recommendation is complete query itself whilst our is a
component recommendation each iteration.
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Dynamic Data Entry Form : An adaptive form system for
data entry, which can be changed dynamically according to
the previous data input by user[11]. Proposed work is
different because it deals with database query forms instead
of data-entry forms. Active Feature Probing : It is a probing
technique for generating clarification questions to supply
appropriate recommendations to users in database search
[8]. Different from the work which concentrates on
searching the appro-priate questions to ask the user ,DQF
aims to select query components .

III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Within the proposed system, first user will fill the query
form and this query will be executed by the system and the
result is displayed on the screen. Next, the user provide
feedback whether the user is satisfied with the query form
and if he is not satisfied then there is a option of generating
the dynamic query form and ranking is done. At last the user
can search the form according to the rank given to the
dynamic query form.

Fig. 1. System Architecture
User and machine directly connect with each other at the
time of login and registration for new user. User generate
query form and it is executed by the machine and the result
is shown to the user. User can generate new dynamic form
and then give rank according the user satisfaction.
IV.
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This paper states that DQF system generates query forms at
runtime based on the users preference. Based on the number
of clicks received by the fields on Query forms and its Fmeasure score top query form fields are recommended to the
user.The NoSQL database can be used to handle large
volumes of heterogeneous data along with the DQF system.
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